Flexible three-dimensional microelectrode array for neural applications
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Abstract. A neural electrode array design is proposed with 3 mm long sharpened pillars made from an aluminum-based substrate. The array is composed by 25 electrically insulated pillars in a 5 x 5 matrix, in which each aluminum pillar was precisely machined via dicing saw technique. The result is an aluminum structure with high-aspect-ratio pillars (19:1), each with a tip radius of 10 \mu m. A thin-film of platinum was deposited via sputtering technique to perform the ionic signal transduction. Each pillar was encapsulated with an epoxy resin insulating the entire pillar excluding the tip. This process resulted in mechanically robust electrodes each capable of withstanding loads up to 200 mN before bending. The array implantation tests were conducted on agar gel at speeds of 50 mm/s, 120 mm/s and 180 mm/s which resulted in average implantation forces of 119 mN, 145 mN and 150 mN respectively. Insertion and withdrawal tests were also performed in porcine cadaver brain showing a necessary force of 66 mN for successful explantation. A three point flexural test demonstrated a displacement of 0.8 mm before array’s breakage. The electrode’s impedance was characterized showing a near resistive impedance of 385 \Omega in the frequency range from 2 kHz to 125 kHz. The resultant array, as well as the fabrication technique, is an innovative alternative to silicon-based electrode solutions, avoiding some fabrication methods and limitations related to silicon and increasing the mechanical flexibility of the array.
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1. Introduction

The ability to access areas of the brain in order to record neural electrical activity or to perform functional stimulation is a key feature to understand the neurophysiological processes and to restore the nervous system’s lost functionalities [1]. Advances in microtechnologies allowed the development of micrometer size instruments to interact with neural tissue. These instruments, known as neural electrodes, are usually invasive, of small size, and with multiple channels.

Currently, there are many neural electrode approaches and designs [2]. The Michigan probe [3] and the Utah array [4] stand out due to their high-density of electrodes, tridimensional nature and efficacy in long term recording.

These two approaches are based on silicon microfabrication. This implies that their fabrication is heavily dependent on CMOS technology, which is readily and easily available due to the massification of consumer electronics. Due to this fact, there’s a significant advantage on using standard microfabrication techniques. However, this implies that the entire process will be based on silicon.

Despite the many advantages of silicon, brittleness stands out as a major disadvantage when interacting with biological tissues. A logical evolution towards bio-integration would be the use of materials with superior flexibility than silicon.

Both arrays are commercially available but are limited to cortical regions, due to the size of the electrodes being restricted to 1.5 mm. Longer electrodes have been achieved by using \mu -wire electrical discharge machining [5]. Longer electrodes like these would allow the exploration of other brain structures of great importance for neurophysiology, such as the hippocampus [6]. Rats are commonly used as animal
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models by neurobiologists to better understand the human brain [7]. In rats the hippocampus is situated between 2 to 4 mm below the surface [8]. In this paper we describe an array consisting of 25 electrodes, each able to reach 3 mm below the brain surface. At this depth the electrodes are able to reach the hippocampus. Aluminum was used as structural material and also as electrical conductor for the acquired signals. Epoxy resin was used as encapsulation and also as structural adhesive between micropillars. The combination of these two materials allows greater flexibility than silicon. A sputtered thin-film of platinum was used as the transduction layer between signal acquisition electronics and neural activity. By introducing materials with higher degree of flexibility than silicon, this approach decreased the mechanical mismatch between the brain and the array, reducing possible trauma due to brain dynamics [9]. By avoiding some advanced microfabrication techniques such as reactive ion etching and chemical vapor deposition, the present approach is more cost-effective than the two aforementioned alternatives. Although using alternative materials, the processes are based on standard microfabrication techniques, this means that the arrays can be manufactured in batches with a throughput yield similar to silicon. The fabrication steps are described in detail, the array is morphologically and mechanically characterized, and the platinum thin-film electrodes are electrochemically characterized.

This paper also offers a significant improvement in several aspects over a previously described aluminum array [10]. The present encapsulation process relies on the deposition and selective removal of the resin around each pillar, while in the previous version an anodizing process was used. While the present approach performs a uniform and sealed layer the previous relies on aluminum oxide, which has nanopores that are inherent of the anodizing process [11]. Also, the present approach is simpler since it avoids the need of a special set-up to inject a controlled current from the array to the cathode while submerged in and acidic solution [12]. The reproducibility is increased in the present version, because it relies on the precision of the dicing machining to deinsulate the tips and control the electrode’s active area. The new array has a density of 2.8 electrodes per mm² which is more than double the density of the previous version. Higher electrodes densities allows higher spatial resolution of the brain activity, which is of great value to better understand brain functions [13]. Finally, the pillars’ aspect-ratio almost doubled going from 12:1 to 19:1. This reduction in the pillar’s cross-section is very important since it is crucial for neural electrodes to displace the minimum quantity of neural tissue [6].

2. Array Design

Due to the various applications of invasive electrodes in neurophysiology, the array’s design should be made according to a specific application. Arrays with high-density are preferred when used for applications such as neuroprosthetics or for mapping the interaction between diverse brain’s regions [2,10]. The described array has 25 electrodes, one at each tip of a micropillar, with a spacing of 600 μm between each, resulting in an electrode density of 2.8 electrodes per mm².

It is also important that the micropillars cause minimum tissue trauma due to insertion and subsequent tissue displacement. It was a major concern to design a probe that would displace the smallest volume of brain tissue during insertion. This implies that the pillars should have the smallest cross section possible. Each micropillar has a cross section of 160 μm x 160 μm and 3 mm of length, which results in a high-aspect-ratio of 19:1. Each micropillar has a pyramidal profile with a tip radius of 10 μm. These sharp tips reduce the insertion force for penetration, subsequently reducing insertion trauma by minimizing tissue dimpling and compression [15].

The thin and long profile of the pillars requires that their mechanical properties should withstand the axial forces needed for penetration without buckling or breaking, as well as to withstand the shear stresses due to imperfect insertion, namely, angled penetration and movement during penetration. Each pillar consists of a combination of an aluminum pillar and a thick epoxy coating all around the pillar. The aluminum has a compressive strength of approximately 70 N/mm² while the epoxy has a compressive strength of 65 N/mm² [12,13]. Although with a significantly smaller compressive and shear strength than silicon, aluminum and epoxy offer superior strength than the soft and viscoelastic brain tissue (Table 1). Also the penetration forces of cylindrical probes ranging from 100 μm to 200 μm in diameter have been reported to be below 15 mN in
the rat brain [15]. For this magnitude of forces, both materials have the mechanical properties to withstand penetration without bending, as shown in the results section. In the case of imperfect insertions, the probes can be subjected to shear forces, which could bend them and lead to breakage. Aluminum and epoxy are ductile materials; this property gives the probes a greater degree of flexion than silicon.

Signal quality is of great importance, since neural signal have a magnitude of power in the order of few micro-watts. At this scale, signal attenuation due to electrical resistance becomes important, therefore the conducting material should have the least possible amount of resistance. Aluminum is inherently an excellent electrical conductor with resistivity values of approximately 26.9 nΩ.m, which makes it an appropriate choice for conducting electrical signals [17]. This characteristic offers an electrical advantage over doped silicon, which has been reported to have a resistivity of 50 µΩ.m [18], which is a difference of 3 orders of magnitude between aluminum and doped silicon. Table 1 compares the different materials properties.

Table 1 – Material properties comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus</td>
<td>GPa</td>
<td>19 x 10^6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistivity</td>
<td>Ω.m</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>2.69 x10^-8</td>
<td>3 x10^15</td>
<td>*700 x10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength</td>
<td>N/mm^2</td>
<td>16 x 10^-3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Highly doped silicon [18].

It was necessary to select a material to perform the ionic transduction at each tip since aluminum is not adequate to perform the charge transfer at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Platinum has been widely used as a neural electrode for recording and stimulation, with evidences of chemical stability in saline, highly polarizable, and with relative high charge-injection limits [18,19,20]. A thin-film of Platinum was deposited via DC sputtering at each electrode, allowing the transduction of electrical signals from the neuronal tissue. Figure 1 shows a perspective view of the final array.

Figure 1 – Perspective view of the 5 x 5 electrode neural array.
3. Array Fabrication

The fabrication process for the proposed electrode design used a combination of standard CMOS processes such as wafer dicing, wet-etching, thin-film deposition; and also non-standard processes such as microcasting and adhesive bonding. Although the wafer dicing is usually performed on silicon, our process technology applied it for dicing aluminum and epoxy resin.

All dicing steps were performed on a Disco DAD 2H/6T dicing machine, equipped with Disco ZHDG blades capable of performing 3 mm deep, 350 μm wide cuts and V-shaped grooves. The substrate used was a 99% pure aluminum block, 25 mm wide and 4 mm thick (Figure 2a). The first series of cuts were performed on one of the surfaces that we will define as the “backside” of the array. These cuts outlined the pads’ region. These pads made the electrical connection between each electrode tip and the acquisition electronics. The cuts have a grid pattern with a spacing of 600 μm and depth of 1 mm (Figure 2b). Afterwards, the resultant cavities were filled with an epoxy resin (Hysol 9492) that serves as electrical insulation between each pillar, individualizing all the electrodes and also acting as the structural bond between pillars [24]. The polymer was injected over the backside, forcing out any air remaining inside the grooves and replacing the empty space between pads with the epoxy resin. After the curing of the polymer, the backside surface was abraded with small grit sandpaper to remove the excess polymer, resulting in a smooth surface (Figure 2c).

The epoxy resin was selected as the bonding material due to its high-level of adhesion to aluminum, excellent electrical insulation and chemical resistance [25].

With the backside defined, the substrate was turned over in order to create the pillars. A program was performed to cut a matrix of 3 mm deep and 250 μm wide pillars (Figure 2d). Each pillar was centered with each pad. After this dicing stage, a significant amount of burr was formed at the pillars’ edges. In order to remove the burr and also to decrease the pillars’ cross section, the array was immersed in 20 mL of aluminum etchant at 50 °C for 70 minutes [26]. The etchant was constantly circulating through the pillars with the aid of a magnetic stirrer. As a result of the etching step, extremely thin aluminum pillars were achieved (Figure 2e). The pillars’ dimensions will be discussed in further detail in the next section. Although visually, the epoxy appeared to be slightly discolored by the etching bath, it remained strong enough for normal handling.

![Figure 2 – Fabrication Steps.](image-url)
A second step of casting was performed, this time to completely fill the space between pillars with epoxy resin (Figure 2f). The next cutting step had a twofold purpose: one was to sharpen the pillars’ tips to facilitate insertion into the brain tissue and the second was to guarantee the deposition of the Platinum thin-film only on the tips. The tips were formed by passing a V-shaped blade on the top of each pillar (Figure 2g).

In the resulting surface was deposited a layer of 70 nm of Titanium (Ti) followed by a 200 nm layer of Platinum (Pt). The Pt layer will allow an efficient charge transfer between the electrode and electrolyte (neural tissue) while Ti serves as an adhesive layer. The Ti layer was deposited using electron beam evaporation at a starting pressure of 2.8x10\(^{-6}\) mBar while supplying a current of 60 mA and a potential of 7kV. The duration of the deposition was 5 minutes and the maximum temperature measured at the substrate was 60ºC. The Pt layer deposited using DC sputtering at a starting pressure of 3.3x10\(^{-6}\) mBar while supplying a current of 60 mA and a potential of 7 kV. The duration of the deposition was 3 minutes and the maximum temperature measured at the substrate was 45 ºC (Figure 2h).

Afterwards, a third step of dicing was performed to remove the excess epoxy, resulting in the high-aspect-ratio pillars. The resulting pillars have a core of aluminum to serve as a pathway for neural signals to be transmitted from the tips to the pads. The epoxy layer serves as an electrical insulator, blocking the aluminum core to receive unwanted neural activity (Figure 2i). Photos of the fabrication steps are shown in Figure 3.

![Photos of the fabrication steps](image)

**Figure 3 – Structure fabrication.** First row photos correspond to the side view and second row photos correspond to either top or bottom view: a) Aluminum substrate with pads region delimitation; b) Pads’ grooves filled with epoxy resin; c) Pillars after dicing stage; d) Pillars after the wet-etching step; e) Casted array with tips (optical distortion due to the convex shape of the epoxy); f) Final array structure.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Morphological

A total of 4 arrays were used for the measurement of the array’s dimensions. After the wet etching process the aluminum pillars were measured to verify the variation that the corrosion introduces to their main dimensions. In a population of 20 samples, the average length was 3.09 mm with a standard deviation of 0.06 mm. Since aluminum is ductile and each cut creates small amounts of burr at the pillars’ edges, it was important to observe the different widths between the first and second series of cuts when creating the
pillars (Figure 3c). These cuts are perpendicular so there should be a small difference in widths between two perpendicular sides of each pillar. For these measurements 20 samples positioned at the perimeter of each array were used. All widths were measured at middle height of each pillar. The average width was 117 µm for the first direction and 129 µm for the second direction; both standard deviations were of 7 µm. The width difference between the two directions showed no statistical significance (p<0.05; T-test). Figure 4 shows the box plot for each group of measurements.

Figure 4– Box plot with normal distribution of the aluminum pillars after wet-etching: a) Length of the pillars; b) Width of the pillars in first direction and second direction (width 1 and width 2).

Figure 5 shows the main dimensions that define each pillar with the epoxy coating. The pillars are 3 mm long and 160 µm wide, with a pyramidal shaped tip. The encapsulating epoxy is approximately 20 µm thick. We have achieved alignment accuracies of 30 µm between the wafer’s upper and back sides and of 6 µm between the epoxy layer and the aluminum pillar. The level of accuracy depends on the optical magnification of the dicer’s microscope.

The measured tip radius was 10 µm. The pillars’ base is an aluminum block of 400 µm x 400 µm x 750 µm. The tip measurement was performed in a FEI Nova NanoSem™ 200. All other measurements were performed with Leica M80™ stereo microscope and Leica LAS™ software.

Figure 5 – Detailed view of the final pillars: a) Pillars lateral view coated with an epoxy layer, b) Tip morphology.
4.2. Mechanical

The mechanical tests focused on the force required to implant and explant the array on agar brain phantom and also on porcine cadaver brain. The tests were performed on a Shimadzu AG-IS dynamometer equipped with a 50 N load cell capable of a 5 mN resolution. Agar gel has been widely used as an in vitro alternative for brain tissue [27,28,29]. The insertion mechanics were tested in 0.5% agar gel which mimics the brain cortex. Figure 6a) shows the setup arrangement for the implantation tests. The array was attached to the dynamometer shaft, which moved downward towards the agar gel at a predetermined speed. The shaft was set to move at three different speeds, namely, 180 mm/s, 120 mm/s and 50 mm/s. Figure 6b) shows the force applied versus the array’s displacement towards the gel.

Figure 6 – Mechanical insertion tests on 0.5% agar gel: a) Insertion setup. Top picture, array before implantation. Bottom picture, array fully implanted; b) Force versus displacement for the three tested speeds. The penetration moment is highlighted with a red arrow.

In Figure 6b) was observed an increase on the force applied on the initial stage while still subjected to the gel’s resistance until the moment where the electrodes’ tips appear to pierce the surface. Beyond this moment, as expected, there was an abrupt drop in the required load. After the electrode’s full penetration there was a slight increase in the curve’s slope, indicating that the array’s base was pushing against the gel. It could be concluded that the maximum force coincided with the necessary load for piercing the gel and beginning implantation. By increasing the implantation speed, the force needed to penetrate the agar increased as well. The acquired data is summarized on Table 2.

Table 2 – Statistical data of the implantation tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implantation Speed (mm/s)</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
<th>Average Maximum Force (mN)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (mN)</th>
<th>Average Maximum Force per electrode (mN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Between the three tested speeds there is a maximum variation of force of 1.24 mN per electrode. The average implantation force is considerably lower than our previous thicker probe [10] and in the same order of magnitude of Das et al. [29]. Implantation tests with similar parameters as the agar gel were performed on porcine cadaver brain with the purpose of testing the array robustness, these tests showed significant tissue dimpling without implantation success. Penetration of the dura mater and subsequent implantation on the brain was only possible when displacements of four times the length of the electrodes were applied, which suggests that for a high-density electrode matrix it is necessary the use of impact insertion techniques to avoid massive tissue dimpling and compression before penetration [30]. Successful implantation could only be verified through explantation data, since it could not be observed from the penetration curve. Figure 7a) shows the withdrawal data on porcine cadaver brain while Figure 7b) shows the data related to the agar gel. Each figure shows the key moment highlighted by a red arrow. Moment 1 is where the brains’ surface is in its relaxed state, in moment 2 there is a maximum tension applied and in moment 3 there is a complete detachment between the array and the tested material. Moment 1 happens because the array goes from a state of actively compressing the brain tissue to a relaxation state. The rise in tension during withdrawal is due to the drag forces between the electrodes and the surrounding material. This could be observed clearly in the cadaver brain as it followed the array trajectory originating a temporary protuberance in the region of implantation (moment 2). This was followed by a drop in the applied tension which led to the instant where the array was completely detached from the brain (moment 3). For the brain, the difference in force between brain relaxation and maximum tension was of 66 mN. This suggests that the array was fully implanted prior to removal. Besides this analysis the full implantation in agar could also be observed visually since it was Figure 6a) bottom.

A destructive test was performed against a glass substrate to acquire the force needed to bend the pillars. At a displacement rate of 82 μm/s, the measured buckling load was 5 N. This buckling load is inferior to silicon probes since aluminum has inferior Young’s modulus [31].

A flexibility test was performed using the three point flexural test. The tested sample was 20 mm wide and 9.6 mm long. The support was made of aluminum with 15 mm spacing between support points (Figure 8a). A downward force was applied in the middle of the sample with a cylindrical aluminum support until sample rupture could be observed. A maximum deflection before rupture of 0.8 mm was achieved (Figure 8b).
4.3. Electrochemical

The electrochemical impedance characteristics of the Platinum thin-film were obtained using a Gamry Reference 600™ Potentiostat/Galvanostat. A three-electrode chemical cell configuration with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a large area Platinum counter electrode were used. The corresponding area of the Platinum thin-film tested as the working electrode was of 38.4 mm². The electrolyte used was a saline solution with a concentration of 0.9% of NaCl. The experiment was carried out at room temperature. The alternate current excitation voltage was 10 mV with a frequency range from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. Figure 9a) shows the Bode plot of the impedance magnitude versus frequency for the Platinum thin-film. Three readings of the same sample were performed for increased measurement reliability. At 1 kHz the average impedance was 385 Ω. The impedance at this specific frequency is of neurobiological interest because the neuronal cell’s action potential has a duration close to 1 ms, and therefore, provides the attenuation introduced by the electrode for this range of frequencies. The electrode exhibits a near-resistive phase angle in the frequency range between 2 kHz to 125 kHz (Figure 9b), and a capacitive behavior for the remaining frequencies.
5. Conclusions

The present work demonstrated that despite the challenges of micromachining aluminum, it is possible to fabricate high-aspect-ratio structures employing only dicing and wet-etching techniques. The aluminum-based substrate proved to be a possible alternative to silicon-based arrays by offering some advantages in terms of flexibility and electrical conductivity. The fabrication approach is cost-effective by avoiding advanced microfabrication techniques. Although the wet-etching step introduces some variations in the pillar’s width, the encapsulating process corrects these variations by relying in the dicing machine’s high resolution. The electrode array has the ability to penetrate deeper than commercially available arrays and is not subject to breakage during insertion. The result was a robust invasive neural electrode array with 3 mm long pillars with the ability to penetrate agar brain phantom and porcine cadaver brain tissue. Results showed that increasing implantation speeds would increase penetration forces in agar gel proportionally. The three point flexural test showed the ability of the array to bend made possible by the combination of aluminum and epoxy resin at its base. The platinum coating demonstrated through the electrochemical tests in saline solution to have the required performance for neural tissue interface. The present fabrication method can be applied to other metals, allowing alternate structural materials instead of silicon in the design of neural array. Overall, the proposed design and fabrication procedure is an eligible alternative for neural signal recording and stimulation systems and also offers a contribution to the future of flexible implantable devices.
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